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Principals for North European Zone (NEZ) Championships and Cups 
1. NEZ Sporting Commissions propose to NEZ Council 

all NEZ Championships and Cups next year for 
approval by NEZ Council at the annually spring 
meeting for NEZ Council.  

2. NEZ Sporting Commissions decide on regulations 
and calendar for NEZ Championships and Cups or  
delegate some or all decisions to a nominated 
working group. 

3. NEZ Sporting Commission present final plans for 
NEZ Championships and Cups before NEZ Council, 
at the annually autumn meeting, for final approval by 
NEZ Council. 

4. NEZ Championships and Cups should be organized 
as at least NEAFP-events (National Event with 
Authorized Foreign Participation) or Zone-events. 
International events should be organized by 
International regulations and National events by 
National regulations. 

5. It is recommended to use at least bilingual 
competition material (National and English). 

6. Competitor in NEZ Championship or Cup events 
must hold a valid annual Driver’s licence, issued by 
one of the NEZ ASNs, to score NEZ Championship 
or Cup points. 

7. NEZ Championships can be approved by NEZ 
Council if the Championship is organized as:  

- a series, with events in at least four (4) 
different NEZ Countries; or 

- a series, with events in less than four (4) 
different NEZ Countries and participators from 
at least four (4) different NEZ Countries; or 

- a single event with participators from at lest 
four (4) NEZ Countries. 

8. NEZ Cups can be approved by NEZ Council if the 
Cup is organized as: 

- a series, with events in at least three (3) 
different NEZ Countries; or 

- a series, with events in at least three (3) 
different NEZ Countries and participators from 
at least three (3); or 

- a single event with participators from at least 
three (3) NEZ Countries. 

9. NEZ Sporting Commissions shall announce 
Championship- and Cup-events next year, at latest 
by December 1st, to the NEZ Secretary. The NEZ 
Secretary publish the complete NEZ Calendar on the 
NEZ webpage. 

10. Prize-giving ceremony for NEZ Championships and 
Cups is held at each of the NEZ countries own 
National Prize-giving ceremony. Costs for medals 
and cups are due to each winner’s ASN.  

11. Each Sporting Commission is responsible for 
ordering required amount of NEZ Championship 
medals from the ASN responsible for fabrication of 
all medals. The medals are to be sent to the winner’s 
ASN if no other request’s been made by the Sporting 
Commission.  

12. The Sporting Commission that is responsible for a 
NEZ Cup is also responsible for ordering all Cups to 
be given to the winners of a NEZ Cup. 

13. If some organizer of a NEZ Championship- or Cup-
event wish to have a separate prize-giving ceremony 
(preferably held in connection with the last event if 
it’s a series), the organizer is also responsible for the 
costs of the ceremony (medals and cups are to be 
arranged by the NEZ Sporting Commissions). 

14. If other prices than medals and cups are given to 
winners of NEZ Championships and Cups all costs 
are to be gathered from entry fees or sponsor 
support.  

15. If other remarkable prizes are requested for a NEZ 
Championship or Cup this should first have been 
negotiated with the ASNs in the preceding year’s 
meetings.  
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